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i have an adult burrowing owl which has taken up residence on my front
porch. he/she has been staying on my porch or in the adjacent low trees

during the day for about 3 weeks now. he/she leaves at night, presumably
to hunt i am concerned that the owl seems so isolated. apart from being
alone, it appears to be in excellent physical condition. there has been a

lot of construction nearby, so it might have had its burrow disrupted.
there are also many protected burrowing sites very close by, so relocation

would not seem difficult for it to manage on its own. i know i am not
supposed to make a pet of this owl, but we love having it as a guest. can i
do anything for him/her to improve his happiness the goal of this event is
to help foster the writing and publication skills of students enrolled in crs’

2-year programs in culinary arts, bilingual education, elementary
education and family and consumer sciences. tasks will cover elements of
event planning, computer graphic design, photography, and social media.

students will engage in a dialogue with faculty and work directly with
featured chefs to plan events that are meaningful to students and make
connections with local consumers and the community. creative writing

assignments will be developed based on the ideas and inspiration of the
featured chefs. additionally, students will be encouraged to make

connections to their own community through their written work. get the
full story as you travel to one of the nation's most beautiful and

mysterious destinations. from appalachia to the pacific northwest, from
the east coast to the rocky mountains, from alaska to arizona, we will

cover thousands of miles of scenic byways to visit ten of the best spots to
see fireflies in america.
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i think that i have an idea. if the
owls need a perch, an

appropriately sized perch,
maybe 12" wide by 24" long (1ft
x 2ft), big enough for the owls to

be comfortable, but not so big
that they can't get away, also
with a metal stud (a piece of

pipe will work as well) attached
to it by nails, or any fasteners,

with a cord, or rope, attached to
it, just to make it seem like a

much more permanent fixture.
then paint it with a bit of an

earth color and see if it attracts
him. it should be out of reach,

maybe above a door sill, or
somewhere with a clear view out
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of a door. if you make the spot
it's perching in more interesting
with plants, etc, you might be
able to lure him into it more
often. hi. fyi, the sunrise fire

beetle (a relative of
staphylinidae) can be confused
with a champion (a relative of

tenebrionidae), but the
champion can be distinguished
from the sunrise by its three or
four spines on the last ventral

appendage, and the overall body
shape is generally squarer.

usually the sunrise are up to 6
inches long while champions are

usually larger. another
distinguishable character is the

horn of a champion beetle is
usually lacking on the sunrise.

you might be able to find a
picture of a sunrise in a book or
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online, if not google to see what
it looks like!-karla i have three

differently colored dragon's
eggs.it has been sitting on a

shelf for years, when i found it
the turtle had put her head in it.
i closed it back up. she doesn't
seem to be interested in them.

should i keep them? is she trying
to breed, i thought she was just
sitting on them. he bought the
land next door, and has had an
owl box built all the way up to

the door! i asked him to put the
owl in before the house was

built, and to keep the grass long.
but the bird seems to have no
fear of humans. is this normal

for him? i was so scared when he
came home with a dead robin,
thinking that he had hurt it, i

didn't know whether to call the
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